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 Their testimonials will inspire you to understand that that can be done it too.Meet up with the
embodiment of the 21st Hundred years Pharmacist, Billy Wease.—Chris D. how exactly to thrive
and not just endure.Welcome Billy and his years of acquired wisdom into your daily life and
house. Billy offers designed a “Five Pillars” program that's easy to use and you will hear directly
from customers which have attended his educational classes. When you have that base in place,
he will help guide you on choosing the supplements your body requires. Allow him to guide you
on how to shop, eat, think and workout.The 21st Century Pharmacist has arrived to help liberate
you from mediocre health.The 21st Century Pharmacist is not just another “get-well” book. Billy’s
years of one-on-one use people like everyone else and his intensive advanced trainings and
certifications make him really worth listening to. Embrace this moment, commit to your health,
and demonstrate like for yourself as well as your loved ones by getting serious about your health.
Over decades of working with patients, he has literally transformed their lives, gotten them off of
medications, and most importantly, liberated them from their disease administration way of
living and taught them accurate wellness; Meletis, Naturopathic PhysicianInternational lecturer,
author, physician and former Dean and Chief Medical Officer
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 It's not complicated, it is grounded in science, it really is achievable by the average person, and it
makes sense. I really believe so. I’ve done a ton of research by myself to be a better me, and
Billy’s reserve opened my mind up to analyze further and question more of what I’m putting in my
body! I have lost 30 pounds without being hungry, have significantly more energy and experience
the best I've experienced in years." By this point I was curious therefore i had to check out this,
"Wellness Pharmacist".! Let me just say this up front side, if you decide to purchase this reserve,
you will not be disappointed.The 21st Century Pharmacist is a great read to jump take up a
healthier you by giving you 5 detailed pillars to a healthy life! It provides technicality if you need
to look up the 100+ assets, or it has good general info if your are looking to make a change to a
wholesome lifestyle. I can honestly say that I discovered maybe 2% of the book in pharmacy
school and I cannot wait to possess a few of my various other MD buddies check it out. Read
this What a eye opening reserve. If you're looking to lose weight, gain energy, fix sleep problems,
or drop some prescription meds this is the book for you. Common sense education Cost seems
much like lower quality health supplements, but no fillers or additives that I have reactions to.
The amount of references in this reserve is insane. I can't wait to begin implementing a few of
these strategies in my life along with my patients lives aswell.Take care and happy reading!? I
received an early on copy of the 21st century pharmacist. Solid science, but sometimes a sales
page This book is completely predicated on solid science, and the author is actually
knowledgeable and passionate, but some of it reads like a sales page for his workshops and
supplements. When looking to then add alternative therapies to my pharmacy, a colleague of
mine referred me to Billys website (Optiyourx.This book will make you take a closer look at the
food you eat, the medicine you ingest, and even the water you drink!! Within the first fourteen
days I immediately dropped 10lbs, started to detox and rebuild the healthiest edition of me. No-
one cares about your wellbeing more than yourself!? This book offers something for the medical
community along with an "average person". Over years of exercising and “good” eating I’ve
discovered that sometimes I feel stuck, I cant wait to apply some of the principles I go through to
my life in order that I can look and feel better and get over these humps!! Informercial parading
as a book Ugh. This publication reads like an infomercial for the merchandise and services sold
by the writer. Rather than imparting true knowledge and explaining the scientific reasons, the
author just teased several headlines ("add butter to your coffee") and promised that more would
be revealed by buying into his applications online. Luckily I just paid 99 cents for the kindle
version. This book is definitely worth the read. Michael Greger and T. Excellent info Loved the
real people stories Right down to earth publication that everyone can study from Billy Weese can
be a guy on a mission ! Practical advice for god health Billy Wease makes a healthy body sound
doable! I love the optimistic approach. We've all heard you need to eat healthy, obtain exercise,
drink drinking water and take supplements to be healthful.Wease simplifies and streamlines the
process with his 5 Pillars for optimal wellbeing.Could this change the face of health care once we
know it?I learned a whole lot about how to ensure good health. I love how straightforward the
procedure is. The only thing I learned was just how much I appreciate true scientific insights, like
those we obtain from certified scientific authors such as for example Dr. Buy this book - you’ll be
glad you did! We’ve had the satisfaction of going through Billy Weese’s healthy eating program.
This book is packed full of useful information alongside research to back it up however it
remains concise and an easy task to follow. You received’t discover many pharmacists like Billy,
his passion is not to fill up people’s prescriptions but rather to help them enhance their health
naturally such that they may not necessarily need the medication. This publication is packed full
of actual testimonials and case studies demonstrating that one may control or even reverse the



majority of the chronic circumstances afflicting Americans. Everyone must understand the
hormone insulin and how its function (or insufficient function) affects nearly every aspect of our
health. I will recommend this publication to family and friends because I believe in the
information within it. The info found here is practical, backed by good science, an easy task to
implement and, most of all, effective! Go through it and become sure to share with others. Life
Changing Having the possibility to meet The 21st Century Pharmacist around 7 years ago
changed every thing I knew to be true about our health and wellness industry. Luckily I have the
privilege and honor of understanding the author personally and being able to pick his human
brain personally. what a fantastic way for even more people learn the best way to eat. Are you
placing what’s best for your wellbeing within your body? He places things in perspective for all of
us, gives us wish that we could make changes and helps it be clear how we can become the CEO
of our health and wellness. Today, every one of the same health ailments I went to Billy about
back in 2012 are completely eliminated and I am forever grateful that The 21st Century
Pharmacist is definitely finally published and prepared to help everyone too! The best way to
healthy eating. I believed I was healthy, I thought I was eating a healthy diet plan but I was dead
wrong. Knowledge may be the key and reading this publication has outfitted me on how to talk to
my physicians, what questions I should be requesting and how exactly to finally assume control!
I had been teaching diet in mainstream medical for 3 years but the minute I met Billy Wease and
he began helping me transform my own body from the inside out, I quickly noticed our society is
missing the picture as a whole.! If you're a medical professional seeking to stay updated on
current medical issues, I strongly desire you to dive into this reserve. Can't wait to get
started!After having 2 children i became interested in my health so that I could experience and
hopefully look better. I would also have recommended fewer testimonials and even more actual
actionable items and specific information regarding his pillars of health. Controlling your own
health We've followed Billy's program for the past few of years and find it to be very beneficial in
maintaining our health and wellness. This is not a diet but a lifestyle change and if you follow his
plan you will be able to control your wellbeing without the use of prescription meds
generally.com) and said "you must take a look pharmacist out, he actually attempts to greatly
help people alleviate the need for some of their prescription meds! I reduced my cholesterol
under 200 without the use of statin medications and the joint discomfort and sciatic nerve
complications I had have totally gone away. Amazing life changing information! Exactly what
EVERYONE should know concerning maintaining optimal wellbeing! I'm familiar with the amazing
technology based understanding in this publication because Billy Wease individually helped me
in 2012 turn some health ailments around to optimal health for me, when mainstream medical
couldn't. Choose the book, follow his tips and I guarantee you will be amazed at just how much
to be healthy you have already been missing. Thank you Billy Wease for all that you do to truely
help people! This book is a wonderful compliment to the program. Filled with vital information
Unless you were miraculously blessed with ideal health, you need this book. Whether you
understand nothing about looking after your health, or think you understand a lot about any of it,
you will learn something out of this book. After scanning this amazing, existence changing
reserve it did more than just wow me, it became apparent that every one person in my family, all
my close friends or simply anybody I care about needed to read this book. I highly recommend
this book for anybody looking to optimize their wellness, feel better, lose pounds, potentially log
off of medications and live much longer.! I was identified as having childhood migraines, chronic
IBS, childhood/adult migraines, chronic exhaustion, insomnia, adrenal exhaustion, candida
overgrowth, autoimmune issues with hypothyroidism and incredibly unbalanced hormone levels.



Save Your Lifestyle!! After scrolling through their site and contacting their firm regarding some of
their natural supplements, I decided to give this publication a go.Like I mentioned before, if you
are looking for a good read, this publication is for. Colin Campbell.!! The person is humble and
generally ready to help you Should you choose what he says your life will change for the better
He will direct you to find the cause of your problem Read this book it'll make a believer out of you
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